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MARK MOSCHETTI-CHAIRMAN
THOMAS JELENIEWSKI-MEMBER
ROBERT DENNIS-MEMBER

Meeting was called to order at 4:37 PM
Present: Mark Moschetti, Thomas Jeleniewski, Kent Songer, Linda McClure, Charles Perkins,
Pledge
Review meeting minutes and sign.
Review and sign 3 vendor warrants.
Lagoon update:
Kent explained again about using town resources to removing the sludge out of the lagoon and
relocate it in the land fill. Mark had valid reasons not to use town resources and explained that we need
to use contractor services. Discussion ensued on this matter. As we get closer to the decommissioning
the lagoon we will talk about these subjects again. Tom would like to talk to other board ie: the
selectmen and the highway department and heat their ideas on this subject.
Chris Woodcock arrived at the meeting and explained some of the figures that he had worked on so far
with the rate study. He noted that we have not had an increase in rates for 3 years now. He explained
that we would need to up the rates 35% to keep in line with cost of operation.
The metal dumpster has been filled and removed. We received a check for $1054.00 for the scrap steel.
Crotty Ave pump station is having check valve issues. The electrician and Paige welding are working
with our staff to restore them working.
Kent is continuing with the man hole inspections and reviewing reports.
Mark brought up an idea he had about digging up a sewer connection of an unpaid user and have a ball
valve inserted on the line to shut off their sewer service. Mark is going to talk to the Board of Health
about this. Mark will continue looking into this.
M. Moschetti motioned to have Linda order new mats for the hallway from Cintas, T. Jeleniewski
second, unanimous.
Linda gave a budget to actual report. Still trying to get more figures from the accountant’s office. They
have been trying to straighten everything out there with the new accountant on board now.

November 28, 2012 the company that makes the bar screen that we are looking at will be here to
demonstrate it to the commissioners.
Next meeting date set as December 3, 2012.
M. Moschetti made a motion to adjourn at 6:09 PM with a second from T. Jeleniewski, unanimous.

Respectively Submitted,

Linda McClure
Recording Secretary
Templeton Sewer Department

